Several abstract machines that operate on symbolic input alphabets have been proposed in the last decade, for example, symbolic automata or lattice automata. Applications of these types of automata include software security analysis and natural language processing. While these models provide means to describe words over infinite input alphabets, there is no considerable work on symbolic output (as present in transducers) alphabets, or even abstraction (widening) thereof. Furthermore, established approaches for transforming, for example, minimizing or reducing, finite-state machines that produce output on states or transitions are not applicable. A notion of equivalence of this type of machines is needed to make statements about whether or not transformations maintain the semantics.
. Each transition of an abstract transducer is annotated with an abstract input word v and an abstract output word w. An abstract input word denotes [[v] ] ⊆ Σ * a set of words over an input alphabet Σ, an abstract output word denotes [[w]] ⊆ Θ ∞ a set of words over an output alphabet Θ; the illustration shows the sets of concrete words. Please note that already the activation of the initial state q 0 emits an abstract output word-in this case: the set {p} of concrete words. We use the abstract epsilon word v ϵ , with [[v ϵ ]] = {ϵ }, with the semantics that is known from ϵ-NFAs [48, 70] . Transitions with the abstract input word v ϵ are called ϵ-moves and can result in output words of infinite length, which result from ϵ-loops-for example, the loop q 2 →q 3 →q 4 →q 2 . The table on the right shows-for the transducer on the left-a set of input words and corresponding output words in the form of regular expressions.
Two types of abstract transducers are illustrated: A Yarn transducer that emits code to weave, that is, it corresponds to an aspect in AOP, and a precision transducer, which is a means to share candidate invariants, or predicates, for (re-)use in predicate abstraction. Please note that the abstract input word v 3 describes a lookahead, that is, it contains a wordσ ∈ [[v]] with |σ | > 1. The lookahead matches if the input that remains to be consumed after word v 3 matched starts with alloc($1,$2), where $1 and $2 are parameters that bind the arguments that are given to the function alloc to internal variables, which are then used to produce the concrete output for the abstract output words w 1 and w 2 .
provide a finite representation that represents or even overapproximates sets of exponentially many and infinitely long words. By having a means for abstracting both the input alphabet and the output alphabet, we can implement further, more elaborated techniques with various applications. We abstract our transducers to increase the sharing of the output they emit. An abstract transducer might have been constructed to produce its output for a specific set of input words that can be found in a specific analysis task, that is, (3) the reuse of the output can be limited to a specific set of analysis tasks, while the output would also be applicable to a broader set of tasks. Sharing is increased if a given output word becomes produced for a larger set of input words-that is, we take advantage of the nondeterminism that abstraction introduces [4] . The alphabets from that these words can be composed of can (in general) consist of arbitrarily complex entities (symbols), for example, tuples of concrete letters as used for multi-track automata [23] . (4) Nevertheless, also for these complex symbols, a means of abstraction is needed. Constructing complex alphabets, and words thereof, based on abstract product domains [25] addresses this issue.
Applications. We instantiate abstract transducers as task artifact transducers. A task artifact transducer is an abstract transducer that maps between a set of control paths of a given program to analyze and a set of task artifacts, which are intended to be shared for reuse. Task artifact transducers are a generic means to provide artifacts that contributes to an analysis task and its solution. These task artifact transducers aid in various analysis tasks for that task artifacts, for example, intermediate verification results, have to be provided at specific points and in specific contexts in the control flow. By using such transducers as means for sharing artifacts for reuse, we gain precise control over the sharing process: We can precisely specify at which points and in which context (path prefix), of the control flow of a program, certain artifacts should be shared for reuse. We use them both to construct the transition relation of the analysis task itself, and for constructing a state-space abstraction with a finite number of abstract states in an efficient and effective manner, that is, for sharing syntactic and semantic task artifacts. Syntactic task artifacts include, for example, components, aspects, or assertions to check [8, 51] . Semantic task artifacts include, for example, function summaries [68] , invariants, or Craig interpolants [46, 47] . The goal of sharing task artifacts is to make the overall process of constructing syntactic and semantic task models more efficient and effective.
We present two forms of task artifact transducers based on abstract transducers in another work [72] : Yarn transducers and precision transducers. Figure 2 provides examples for these types of abstract transducers. A Yarn transducer can express aspects-source code, or labeled transition systems (LTSs) in general, to emit at specific points-to weave into a control-flow graph. Such aspects can, for example, provide the environment model or a specification. It must be possible to emit code to weave before any of the transitions that are processed as input: An initial transducer output is needed. For soundness, operations such as ϵ-elimination, union, or reduction must keep the semantics-including their temporal relationships, also concurrency-of these aspects. A precision transducer is annotated with sets of predicates (candidate invariants) to emit for reuse in different contexts of the transition system to construct (for example, a Kripke structure) in an analysis process. The shared predicates can be used to compute predicate abstractions (as used for software model checking [6, 40] ), the number of CEGAR [17, 24] iterations can be reduced by abstracting these transducers, which increases sharing (the same predicate can be emitted in more contexts). Such precision transducers can also express the predicate sharing strategy of lazy abstraction [47] .
Contributions. This work presents the following contributions and shares most of the material with the author's thesis [72] :
• Abstract Transducers. We introduce abstract transducers as a generic and unifying type of abstract machines that use abstract word domains to characterize both the input alphabet and the output alphabet, and that have an inherent notion of abstraction. • Abstract Output Closure. We present techniques for computing finite abstractions of the output of ϵ-closures with ϵ-loops, which are possible if ϵ-moves are allowed. These techniques allow to produce finite outputs from transducers with outputs that describe exponentially large sets of potentially infinitely long words, and they aid in eliminating the ϵ-moves. • Transducer Abstraction. We exactly define what it means to abstract (or overapproximate) an abstract transducer. Based on this notion of abstraction we discuss different types of abstractions and define corresponding operators. • Transducer Reduction. After defining the notion of equivalence of abstract transducers, we discuss different transformations that maintain their semantics while reducing their number of control states and transitions. Such reduction techniques help to reduce the degree of non-determinism, which reduces the costs of executing abstract transducers. • Transducer Analysis. We present an abstract transducer analysis as a generic configurable program analysis for running different types of abstract transducers. • Task Artifact Transducers. We instantiate abstract transducers as task artifact transducers to have a generic means to share various artifacts that contribute to different concerns of an analysis task. Task artifact transducers foster the reuse of components of an analysis task and the intermediate analysis (reasoning) results that are produced while conducting an analysis.
Key Insights. (1) Abstract transducers have a fundamentally different semantic compared to other transducers with symbolic alphabets, such as symbolic transducers [31] , which becomes obvious when comparing their notions of equivalence. (2) Existing algorithms for transforming finite-state transducers are not applicable for abstract transducers. (3) Abstracting abstract transducers is a means for systematically increasing the scope of sharing artifacts for reuse. and only if ∀k ∈ K : m 1 (k) ⊥ ⊑ V m 2 (k) ⊥ . In the following, we rely on the function m(k) ⊥ = m(k) if (k, ·) ∈ m otherwise ⊥ V which returns the value for a given key k from a map m, and the bottom element of the value lattice if no entry for the key is present. The meet ⊓ is defined by
We define an image-join operator → : 2 K ×E → 2 K →E : Given a map M ⊆ K × E, with a set of keys K, and a set of lattice elements E, the operator joins all tuples (k, e) ∈ M with the same key k into one tuple with a value that aggregates all value elements e, that is,
Abstract Domains. An abstract domain D = ( C, E, [[·]], ⟨⟨·⟩⟩) [27] is defined based on a tuple that consists of a lattice C of the set of concrete elements C, a lattice E of the set of abstract elements E, a denotation function [[·]] and an abstraction function ⟨⟨·⟩⟩. The set C consists of all possible interpretations of elements from the set of abstract elements E for a specific universe. The denotation [[e]] : E → 2 C of an abstract element e is the set of all its possible interpretations-as known from denotational semantics [2] 
ABSTRACT WORDS
Before we present abstract transducers, we describe concepts to cope with sets of possibly exponentially many and infinitely long words symbolically. A word can express temporal or causal relationships between the letters of the word. We introduce concepts and techniques to deal with sets of words on an abstract level.
Hierarchy of Characters, Words, and Languages
We now discuss established terms that are relevant in the context of the terms that we introduce in the following sections. This helps to understand our terminology choices.
Both the input alphabet and the output alphabet of an abstract transducer is characterized based on an abstract domain. Abstract domains are a generic means for abstraction and provide various operations for manipulating and comparing abstract elements (entities) [26] , and for mapping between concrete and abstract elements.
Elements from a set Σ can be combined to form (possibly infinite) sequencesσ ∈ Σ ∞ of those elements. We use the term word to denote sequences of elements that can be formed from other words by concatenation. Words are elements of a free monoid (semigroup) for that concatenation is the binary and associative operator, and the empty word (empty sequence) is the identity (neutral) element. A language is a set of words-and typically well-formed regarding some production rules.
In a generic abstract domain, one abstract element maps to a set of concrete elements, which is reflected by the denotation (concretization) function [[·]]. That is, we can deduce that one abstract word represents a set of concrete words, and an abstract language maps to a set of concrete languages.
A word, as mentioned earlier, establishes a temporal relationship between all its characters; each character has a semantic denotation on its own, that is, it maps to a set of entities. The expressiveness of words compared their characters is dual to the expressiveness of linear temporal logic to propositional logic: A formula in propositional logic (interpreted for a specific universe) denotes a set of entities, whereas a formula in linear temporal logic denotes sequences of sets of entities (over time). A set of words, that is, a language, provides sufficient expressiveness to describe a set of forks in words over time, for example, to describe a set of concurrent program executions, or for matching trees or (more general) graphs.
That is, an abstract word, which maps to a set of concrete words, provides an abstraction with sufficient expressiveness to describe sets of linear-time concerns, and an abstract language, which represents a set of sets of words, provides expressiveness to describe sets of concerns that are expressible in branching-time logic. In the following, we restrict the discussion and presentation to abstract words and keep abstract languages for future work.
Abstract Word Domain
The foundation of abstract transducers is formed by the abstract word domain, a lattice-based abstract domain [26, 35] for mapping between abstract words and concrete words. The relationship between an abstract word and the set of concrete words it represents, along with a means for abstraction, is defined by the abstract word domain:
], ⟨⟨·⟩⟩) that has abstract words I as its abstract elements. The relationship between abstract words is defined based on the abstract word lattice I = (I, ⊑, ⊓, ⊔, ⊤, ⊥). One abstract word v maps to a set of concrete words [[v]] ⊆ W , which is defined by the denotation function [[·]] : I → 2 W . The lattice of concrete words W defines the relationship between elements from the set of concrete words W . Sets of concrete words are formed based on a powerset lattice pw( W ). The abstraction function ⟨⟨·⟩⟩ : 2 W → I transforms a given set of concrete words w ⊆ W into an abstract word v, that is, v = ⟨⟨ w⟩⟩. The abstract epsilon word v ϵ maps [[v ϵ ]] = {ϵ } to the set with the empty word ϵ only. The bottom element ⊥, or also abstract bottom word, of the abstract word lattice denotes an abstract word that maps to the empty set of concrete words, that is,
The abstraction mechanism that is provided by the abstract word domain is important for (1) constructing finite abstractions of collections with exponentially many or infinitely long words; it can be used to (2) check whether or not the analysis process ran into a fixed point, and (3) for increasing the sharing of the output that we produce based on abstract transducers.
A problem that we have to deal with is the word coverage problem, that is, the question of whether or not a given abstract word v a is covered by another abstract word L b , that is, if v a ⊑ v b , where ⊑ is the inclusion relation of the abstract word lattice. The actual matching process, that is, the check for coverage can be implemented based on quotienting: The abstract word domain must provide the possibility to compute left quotients [22] (Brzowzowski derivates) to match abstract words. Another fundamental operation when dealing with words is their concatenation, which is the binary operator of the free monoid Σ * that describes the set of words over an alphabet Σ. We extend this operator to abstract words, and with it to sets of words: Definition 3.4 (Concatenation). The concatenation of a pair of abstract words v 1 • v 2 results in an abstract word v • that denotes [[v • ]] the concatenation of all concrete finite words from the abstract word v 1 with all (finite and infinite) concrete words from the abstract word v 2 . The concatenationσ 1 •σ 2 of an infinite wordσ 1 with another wordσ 2 results in the infinite wordσ 1 .
To deal with abstract words, the notion of head and tail is important: 
Boolean Algebra
In several occasions, when reasoning about abstract words and their relationship, we need the full expressive power of a Boolean algebra. We can build on the duality between Boolean algebras, regular languages, and complemented and distributive lattices, which follows from the Stone duality [63, 73] . The abstract word lattice is dual to a Boolean algebra if and only if its meet ⊓ and join ⊔ are distributive over each other and if each element in the lattice has a complement within the lattice. One example of a lattice that is dual to a Boolean algebra is the powerset lattice and another one the lattice of regular languages [20, 39] . Both lattices can describe sets of words and can thus be instantiated as an abstract word lattice of an abstract word domain. Given a lattice of regular expressions, the join ⊔ corresponds to the language inclusion, the meet ⊓ to the language intersection, and the operator ⊑ describes the language inclusion; the language is complemented since the complement of a regular expression is still regular. In case an abstract word lattice is dual to a Boolean algebra, the abstract words and their composition, can also be described using Boolean operators, which have their duals in lattice theory: The join ⊔ corresponds to the logical disjunction ∨, the meet ⊓ corresponds to the disjunction ∨, and the complement corresponds to the logical negation ¬. A Boolean formula ϑ is equivalent to an abstract
Parameterized Words
An abstract word can be parameterized with a finite set of parameters β ⊆ B. A parameterized abstract word can take two roles: It (1) can capture (bind) values to the parameters during a matching process for a given input, and (2) values for the arguments can get passed explicitly (and act as a template). We use the term instantiation to denote the process of deriving an abstract word v ′ from an abstract word v by assigning values to the parameters, with
Examples for different types of templates words include invariant templates [53, 71] . The values that have been bound to the parameters of an abstract word are provided by the operator bounded : I → 2 B→V . We can bind values to parameters of an abstract word and derive a new abstract word with the operator bind : I × 2 B→V → I. Binding of values to parameters (variable binding) was extensively studied in the past, for example, for rewriting systems [42, 60] , and regular expressions [36] . This work introduces abstract transducers, a type of abstract machines that map between abstract input words and abstract output words. Compared to established transducer concepts, intermediate languages are central (we still have a notion of accepted language): Informally speaking, the intermediate input language is the set of words for which the transducer can perform state transitions, and the set of words that are produced as output along these transitions is called the intermediate output language.
To produce the intermediate output language, an abstract transducer operates prescient, that is, it can take a lookahead into account to decide whether to conduct a state transition or not-and with it produce an output. Words from the intermediate output language are intended to be used immediately, that is, as soon as they are produced while executing the transducer, which has several implications on the design on the algorithms that execute abstract transducers and that manipulate them-for example, to eliminate ϵ-moves.
Both the input alphabet and their output alphabet are abstract and defined based on abstract word domains. One abstract word maps to a set of concrete words; the abstract domain provides means for mapping between these representations. This abstraction functionality enriches the possibilities to compute abstractions (widenings) of abstract transducers, which we use as a means of increasing the scope of sharing: one output is mapped to a larger set of inputs.
Each transition of an abstract transducer is annotated with an abstract input word and an abstract output word-which corresponds to symbols of the input alphabet and the output alphabet of traditional transducers. Consuming and producing abstract words instead of single concrete letters has several advantages that increase the generality of our approach: (1) it can be used for lookahead-matching, that is, instead of describing the input symbol to consume, also a sequence of symbols that must follow can be described, (2) the abstract epsilon word v ϵ , with [[v ϵ ]] = {ϵ }, can be used to model the behavior of an ϵ-NFA [70] with a corresponding ϵ-closure and to model automata that do not produce outputs at all, and (3) relying on abstract words allows to produce and cope with output words of infinite length, which can be the result of ϵ-loops.
Formally, we define an abstract transducer as: Definition 4.1 (Abstract Transducer). An abstract transducer T ∈ T is defined by following tuple:
• Control States Q. The finite set Q defines the control states in which the transducer can be in.
• Abstract Input Domain D in . The abstract input domain is an abstract word domain that maps between abstract words I and concrete words over the concrete input alphabet Σ. It provides a denotation function [[·]] in : I → 2 Σ * to map between an abstract word and a set of concrete (and finite) words. We assume the lattice of abstract words to be distributive and complemented, that is, to be dual [73] to a Boolean algebra. An abstract domain with lattice-valued regular expression [57] would be an example of an abstract input domain.
• Abstract Output Domain D out . The abstract output domain is an abstract word domain that defines the abstract output words W and their relationship. Its denotation function [[·]] out : W → 2 Θ ∞ maps between an abstract output word and the corresponding set of concrete output words over the concrete output alphabet Θ. An instance of an abstract output domain could, for example, use antichains [1] for word inclusion checks.
• Initial Transducer State ι 0 ∈ 2 Q →W . The (non-empty) map ι 0 characterizes the initial transducer state. The pairing of control states with outputs is needed, since already the transitions that leave the initial state can be ϵ-moves that are annotated with an output, and it must be possible to eliminate those moves without affecting the semantics of the transducer. • Final Control States F ⊆ Q. The set F defines the final (accepting) control states. This set can be empty, for example, if the transducer is not intended to operate as a classical acceptor, that is, if the focus is on the intermediate languages.
• Transition Relation δ ⊆ ∆. The transition relation defines the set of transitions that are possible between the different control states. Given a transducer transition (q, v, q ′ , w) ∈ δ , with ∆ = Q × I × Q × W, both the abstract transition input word v and the abstract transition output word w can be the abstract epsilon word, which is used to implement the functionality of an ϵ-NFA. The abstract input word v must never be the abstract bottom word, that is,
Having the empty word as output signals that the matching process must stop for the given abstract input word-nevertheless, there can be another transition from the same state q that has an intersecting abstract input word which can cancel out this effect. The set of all transducers is denoted by T, with the subset T D in ×D out ⊆ T of transducers that transduce from words from an abstract input domain D in to those from an abstract output domain D out .
State Types
The set of control states Q of an abstract transducer implicitly contains two special states that are entered under certain conditions or are used by algorithms that operate on abstract transducers:
The trap state or inactivity signaling state is a special control state q π that can be entered to signal that the analysis should continue from that point on, but the transducer will no more contribute to the analysis process. We assume that this state is implicitly present for each transducer, that is,
The trap state is entered if no more transitions to move are left, but the analysis should still continue from that point on. This state is important for configurations of analyses that track automata or transducers with a non-stuttering semantics, that is, that do not stay in the same state if no transition matches. We define another, similar, control state:
. A bottom control state or unreachable control state is a special control state q ⊥ ∈ Q that has no leaving transitions and is not an accepting state, that is, (q ⊥ , ·, ·, ·) δ and q ⊥ F , while we assume this state to be present for all transducers implicitly in their set of control states Q.
The core of an abstract transducer is its transition relation, which defines the possible transitions between control states and the output to produce on these transitions. The result of a state transition is a new transducer state: Definition 4.4 (Transducer State). A transducer state ι ∈ J , with J = 2 Q →W , is map ι : Q → W from control states to abstract output words. Typically, a transducer state is the result of running the abstract transducer for a given input, starting in the initial transducer state ι 0 ∈ J .
Mealy and Moore
We formalize abstract transducers as Mealy-style [56] finite-state machines. Nevertheless, also a Moore-style [58] representation is possible: Definition 4.5 (Moore-style Abstract Transducer). A Moore-style abstract transducer is an abstract transducer that emits its outputs not on transitions between control states but active control states.
That is, it is defined by the tuple T Moore = (Q, D in , D out , Q 0 , F , δ, λ). This form of abstract transducer has a control transition relation δ ⊆ Q × I × Q and uses a state-output labeling function λ : Q → W to map abstract output words to control states. Furthermore, this style of abstract transducer has a set Q 0 of initial control states.
A Moore-style abstract transducer allows to represent an abstract reachability graph easily. For this work, we prefer the Mealy-style formalization of abstract transducers because they require fewer states and are fit well for sharing syntactic task artifacts (program fragments for weaving).
After we have defined the components of an abstract transducer, we continue in following subsections with the description of their semantics.
Lookaheads and Graph Matching
Annotating a transition of an abstract transducer with an abstract input word that maps to at least one concrete word that is longer than one letter, specifies a lookahead. The possibility of conducting lookaheads is essential if a transition should produce a particular output only if the remaining word to process has a specific word as its prefix. Consider the following example:
and will then produce the output w.
We characterize the lookahead of a transducer transition by a number:
The lookahead of an abstract transducer is defined by the maximal lookahead that is conducted on one of its transitions, that is: One can execute an abstract transducer on a rooted and directed graph instead of a particular input word-one word corresponds to a list or a sequence of letters. Each edge of the graph that we match is labeled with a letter. Words are formed by concatenating all letters on the graph edges that get traversed during the matching process, starting from the root node of the graph. Figure 3 provides an intuition of the matching process. In this work, we restrict the graph matching process to disjunctive tree matching, defined by: Definition 4.9 (Disjunctive Tree Matching). A tree matching procedure is called to be disjunctive if not several input branches that follow from a particular point on have to satisfy specific criteria. That is, if only one of the input words that follow (on that the lookahead is conducted), must satisfy a given criterion.
To allow for matching based on the full expressiveness of regular tree expressions (several of the input words might have to satisfy a specific criterion), the abstract transducer's abstract input domain has to be lifted from an abstract word domain to an abstract language domain-see Sect. 3.1. We keep this extension of abstract transducers for future work.
Epsilon Closure
An established practice [48, 70] in automata theory and its application is to use automata with transitions that are annotated with an empty-word symbol ϵ. This was, first and foremost, introduced as a convenience feature to describe automata and its transition relation in a more concise fashion. Abstract transducers allow to annotate transitions with the abstract epsilon word v ϵ to provide similar semantics and convenience: Definition 4.10 (ϵ-Move). An ϵ-move (or ϵ-transition) is an automaton transition (or transducer transition) (q, v, q ′ , w) ∈ δ that is annotated with the abstract epsilon word v ϵ as its input, that is,
Some algorithms might not be able to deal with transducers that have ϵ-moves-or they might be more sophisticated in their presence-but only with those transducers from that all ϵ-moves were eliminated. We define abstract transducers without ϵ-moves as:
The presence of ϵ-moves can lead to loops thereof, which is vital for expressing complex outputs, for example, to describe the control-flow of Turing-complete programs-assuming that each move emits a program operation to conduct as output.
Definition 4.12 (ϵ-Loop). An ϵ-loop is any sequence of ϵ-moves that starts in a control state q k and could include this control state q k infinitely often in such a sequence. More formally, an ϵ-loop is a sequenceτ = ⟨τ 1 , . . . , τ n ⟩ ∈ ∆ ∞ of ϵ-moves that is well-founded in the transition relation δ and there exists a transducer transition τ i = (q, ·, ·, ·) ∈τ for which the source state q is precisely the destination state q ′ of a transducer transition τ j = (·, ·, q ′ , ·) ∈τ , with i ≤ j.
From the definition of ϵ-moves follows the definition of the ϵ-closure [70] . Intuitively speaking the ϵ-closure of a control state q is the set of control states that become instantly and simultaneously (parallel) active if state q becomes active. Definition 4.13 (Epsilon Closure). The epsilon closure epsclosure : Q → 2 Q of a state q ∈ Q is the set epsclosure(q) ⊆ Q of states that can get reached transitively from state q by only following ϵ-moves [70] . The bottom state q ⊥ is added if the epsilon closure includes an ϵ-loop from which no control state is reachable with no ϵ-move leaving.
The transition relation of an abstract transducer can contain sequences {(q 1 , v ϵ , q 2 , w 1 ), (q 2 , v ϵ , q 3 , w 2 )} ⊆ δ of ϵ-moves but not each control state that is reached within such a sequence might have non-ϵ-moves leaving in the transition relation. We therefore introduce the notion of closure termination states: Definition 4.14 (Closure Termination States). The closure termination states closureterm : Q → 2 Q of a given state q are both the states (1) in the epsilon closure epsclosure(q) from which no ϵ-move leaves and (2) states within the closure that are accepting, that is,
Each transducer transition between the control states from an ϵ-closure can be mapped to a set of closure termination states:
Definition 4.15 (Termination State Mapping). The termination state mapping is a map ∆ Ω : ∆ → 2 Q that maps a given transducer transition to the set of closure termination states that are reachable. Given a control state q ∈ Q, the result is the empty set ∅ if no ϵ-move leaves state q; it is the bottom state q ⊥ if there is not any other termination state.
Since also each transition within an epsilon closure can produce an output, we introduce the notion of concrete language on termination. This notion reflects with which output words the different closure termination states can be reached: Definition 4.16 (Concrete Language on Termination). The concrete language on termination Ω : Q ×Q → 2 Θ ∞ for a given pair (q, q Ω ) describes the concrete output language (a set of concrete words) that can be produced starting in control state q and that terminates with a closure termination state q Ω ∈ closureterm(q). More formally, let τ = {τ 1 , . . .} ⊆ ∆ ∞ be the set of all well-founded sequences of transducer transitions between control state q and the termination state q Ω , withτ i = ⟨τ 1 , . . .⟩ and
. of the concretizations of all abstract output words w i that are emitted along it. That is, the concrete output language Ω(q, q Ω ) is the union
Definition 4.17 (Concrete Closure Language). The concrete closure language Ω(q) ⊆ Θ ∞ of a given control state q and its ϵ-closure is the set of concrete output words that is produced while making transitions along the ϵ-moves between states in the closure. More precisely, it is the join of concrete languages on termination, that is,
In our applications of abstract transducers, we use the (anonymous) states and transitions in the epsilon closure as a tool for expressing relational outputs. Please note, that also ϵ-moves that lead to a dead-end are relevant and must not be eliminated-what is done for some applications [31] -because the output might be relevant for the analysis task, and the soundness of the produced result, for which the transducer is executed. Figure 4 illustrates an example transducer: The ϵ-closure of control state q 0 is the set epsclosure(q 0 ) = {q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 , q ⊥ }, for state q 2 , the closure epsclosure(q 2 ) = {q 2 } does not contain additional states. State q 0 has the set of closure termination states closureterm(q 0 ) = {q 2 , q ⊥ }, and state q 1 has closureterm(q 1 ) = {q ⊥ }, that is, no other termination state is reachable. The transitions between states {q 1 , q 3 , q 4 } form an ϵ-loop.
Given a control state q ∈ Q, the semantics of ϵ-moves implies that with reaching state q, actually all states in Q t = closureterm(q) are reached immediately. That is, also all output on the transitions from q to a state in Q t is produced immediately, resulting in-possibly exponentially many and infinitely long-words ⊆ Θ ∞ over the output alphabet Θ.
Output Closure
Previous section describes the epsilon closure of abstract transducers; in contrast to established transducer concepts, we also address ϵ-moves that are annotated with non-empty outputs, and use them as tool to express complex output languages, with possibly exponentially many and infinitely long words, in a convenient fashion. When executing or reducing (minimizing) abstract transducers, means for collecting, aggregating, and possibly abstracting the output on these transitions are needed. Given a control state q ∈ Q, the goal of this summarization process is to provide an abstract output word w Ω ∈ W for each of its closure termination states q Ω ∈ closureterm(q) that overapproximates the concrete closure language, that is, Ω(q, q Ω ) ⊆ [[w Ω ]] out -which can lead to a loss of information. The computation of this closure is done in a corresponding operator: Definition 4.19 (Abstract Output Closure). The abstract output closure of a given control state q ∈ Q is a finite overapproximation of the concrete closure language of each of its closure termination states; it is a map of closure termination states of q to abstract output words, which summarizes the corresponding closure output languages: abstclosure : (Q × W) → 2 Q →W . A call abstclosure(q, w 0 ), with an initial abstract output word w 0 , returns a map
We extend the abstract output closure operator abstclosure to sets: Definition 4.20 (Abstract Output Closure). The abstract output closure of a given set of transducer states abstclosure :
Actual implementations of an abstract output closure operator can be provided, for example, based on abstract interpretation, or based on techniques from automata theory. Even transducers can be used [66] to compute abstractions of languages, in our case, the concrete output languages that are produced in the ϵ-closure. We give two examples of implementations: Joining Closure. The first abstract output closure operator abstclosure ⊔ joins all abstract output words that can be found on transitions in the epsilon closure from control state q that are mapped to the same closure termination state. Let us assume that there is an operation closuretrans : Q × Q → 2 ∆ that, given a pair of control states q, q Ω ∈ Q, returns all transitions from the transition relation δ that are in the epsilon closure epsclosure(q) and are mapped to a closure termination state q Ω . Then, we can define the closure operator as follows:
This operator produces an overapproximation of the concrete output language. The resulting abstraction does neither preserve information on the flow nor is path information kept. Regular Closure. Another example of an output closure operator is abstclosure ∞ . Here, we assume that the abstract output words can be described based on an abstract domain of ∞-regular languages [55] , with a corresponding lattice thereof. Rules for transforming automata into regular expressions can be applied [55] : The result for the transducer in Fig. 4 
This type of output closure is lossless. Nevertheless, not all applications require this level of detail.
Runs
We now define runs of abstract transducers and illustrate how they are conducted for given inputs. All runs of an abstract transducer start from the initial transducer state: Definition 4.21 (Abstract Transducer Run). A run of an abstract transducer on a concrete input wordσ = ⟨σ 1 , . . . , σ n ⟩ ∈ Σ * and a lookahead σ ⊆ Σ * is a sequence of transducer state transi-
also denoted by ⟨ι 0 , . . . , ι n ⟩ in case the actual transducer transitions are irrelevant for the discussion. A run always starts in the initial transducer state ι 0 ∈ J , is well-founded in the transition relation δ , and all transitions along the input match, that is, the quotienting (⟨⟨{⟨σ i , . . . , σ n ⟩} • σ ⟩⟩ in ) v i ⊥ does not result in the abstract bottom word.
Before we continue to define feasible and accepting runs of an abstract transducer, we define the abstract output of a run: Abstract transducers can also operate as acceptors and define a set of inputs to be accepted. We first define the notion of an accepting run and define the accepted input language later: Definition 4.24 (Accepting Run). A run ⟨ι 0 , . . . , ι n ⟩ is called to be accepting if it is feasible and its last transducer state contains an accepting (final) control state, that is, if and only if (q n , w n ) ∈ ι n , with q n ∈ F and w n ⊥.
In general, an abstract transducer is a nondeterministic automaton, nevertheless it can be deterministic if it satisfies following criterion: Definition 4.25 (Deterministic Abstract Transducer). We call an abstract transducer deterministic if and only if it does not allow a runῑ = ⟨ι 0 , . . . ι n ⟩ with a transducer state ι i ∈ῑ that consists of more than one element, that is, ∀ι i ∈ῑ : |ι i | ≤ 1.
We now continue with an operational perspective on the runs of an abstract transducer. Given a concrete input wordσ ∈ Σ * based on the concrete input alphabet Σ and a set σ ⊆ Σ * of words that can follow to this word (used for the lookahead), which output does the transducer produce and does processing the word terminate in an accepting control state? Since a concrete input word can be represented as an abstract word, and we consider this the more general case, we describe runs based on abstract input words: A given concrete input wordσ ∈ Σ * can be transformed to an abstract input word by applying the abstraction operator such that we end up in an abstract
Definition 4.26 (Run). The function run T : Q × W × I × I → 2 Q →W conducts a run starting from a control state q ∈ Q, an initial abstract output word w ∈ W, an abstract input word v ∈ I, with v ⊥, and an abstract word v ℓ ∈ I that describes the lookahead that must be satisfied:
The function run terminates its recursion if the abstract input word is the bottom element. The recursive call to run is done for the tail of the abstract input word-which ensures termination-in case a transition that leaves the given control state q matched the input.
We extend this function to run T : 2 Q →W × I × I → 2 Q →W , which starts from a transducer state, and we define it as follows:
The transducer state to start from is omitted if it is the abstract transducer's initial transducer state ι 0 , that is, run T (v, v ℓ ) = run T (ι 0 , v, v ℓ ). Given a concrete input wordσ ∈ Σ * and a corresponding set of concrete words σ ⊆ Σ * for the lookahead, we write run T (σ , σ ) as an abbreviation for run T (ι 0 ,σ , σ ), which is as an abbreviation for run T (ι 0 , ⟨⟨{σ }⟩⟩ in , ⟨⟨ σ ⟩⟩ in ).
Languages and Transductions
Contrary to other types of finite state transducers [29] our abstract transducers distinguish between two type of input languages: the intermediate input language and the accepted input language.
Definition 4.27 (Intermediate Input Language). The intermediate input language L in (T) ⊆ Σ * × 2 Σ * of an abstract transducer T is the set of concrete input words for that the transducer can conduct feasible runs starting from the initial transducer state ι 0 :
It follows that each prefixσ p ⪯σ of each wordσ ∈ L in (T) is also element of the intermediate input language, that is,σ p ∈ L in (T).
The accepted input language reflects the established notion of input language, which is based on the set of words that can reach a final control state: Definition 4.28 (Accepted Input Language). The accepted input language L acc ⊆ L in is the subset of the intermediate input language for which an accepting control state q ∈ F is reached:
Beside the accepted input language, another characteristic of an abstract transducer is its set of transductions and its set of accepting transductions: 
of an abstract transducer T characterizes both its concrete input language and the outputs that are produced for them. One element (σ ,Σ ℓ ,Θ) ∈ T (T) from this set is a tuple that consists of a word prefixσ that is consumed by a run of the transducer, a set of concrete wordsΘ ⊆ Σ * to conduct the lookahead on and that remains to be consumed by the next transitions of the transducer, and the set of concrete output wordsΘ ⊆ Θ ∞ that are emitted with the consumption of wordσ -see the definition of run T for more details:
Definition 4.30 (Accepting Transductions). The set of accepting transductions T acc (T) ⊆ T (T) is the subset of the transductions of a given abstract transducer T that are produced by accepting runs:
The number of accepting transductions is greater or equal than the number of accepted input words, that is, |L acc (T)| ≤ |T acc (T)|, because there can be independent concrete output languages for one concrete input (σ , σ ) ∈ Σ * × 2 Σ * .
In combination, the set of transductions and the set of accepted transductions determine if two abstract transducers are equivalent to each other: 
Algorithm 1 elim(T ϵ )
// Reassemble the components to a new abstract transducer 4: 
Based on the notion of equality, we can define different operations, for example, reduction or ϵ-elimination. We start by defining a more fundamental one: The union of two abstract transducers. The union is constructed similar to the union of ϵ-NFAs, with the exception that no ϵ-moves are added; we take advantage of the fact that the initial transducer state is a set:
Definition 4.32 (Union). Given two abstract transducers T 1 , T 2 ∈ T D in ×D out that both have the same abstract input domain D in and the same abstract output domain D out , such that
. The union ∪ : T × T → T of two abstract transducers results in a new abstract transducer T ∪ = T 1 ∪ T 2 that maintains exactly both the union of the set of transductions and the set of accepting transductions, that is, T (T ∪ ) = T (T 1 ) ∪ T (T 2 ) and T acc (T ∪ ) = T acc (T 1 ) ∪ T acc (T 2 ). We define the union as T ∪ = ∪(T 1 ,
Elimination of ϵ-Moves
Since ϵ-moves are considered to be a convenience feature, eliminating them without losing any output must be possible-that is, without altering the semantics of the transducer. The ϵ-closure can allow sequences of state transitions of infinite length, that is, a means to encode this infinite information into one (finite) output symbol is needed. An algorithm for computing abstract output closures provides such a means.
For the design of an ϵ-elimination algorithm, it is important to note that all states in the ϵ-closure of a control state become active when it is entered. This implies that then also the output that is produced along with these ϵ-moves must be emitted: Existing algorithms for ϵ-elimination are not applicable to abstract transducers. An algorithm for eliminating ϵ-moves from an abstract transducer T ϵ must ensure that the resulting transducer T is equivalent T ϵ ≡ T. Please note that stuttering transitions must be made explicit and must be considered to allow a sound elimination of ϵ-moves.
Algorithm 1 is our approach for eliminating ϵ-moves from an abstract transducer. The algorithm constructs a new transition relation, from which all ϵ-moves are removed by adding shortcuts to the closure termination states and concatenating the corresponding closure output language. Proposition 4.33. Given an abstract transducer T ϵ , all its ϵ-moves can be eliminated without affecting its semantics, that is, without affecting either the set of transductions or the set of accepting transductions. The abstract transducer T ϵ can be transformed into an input-ϵ-free transducer T, with T ϵ ≡ T.
Proof. We prove the proposition by providing an algorithm that conducts this transformation while maintaining the set of transductions and the set of accepted transductions: Given an abstract transducer T ϵ that has ϵ-moves, Algorithm 1-which we implicitly parameterize with the output closure operator abstclosure ∞ -produces an abstract transducer T that is input-ϵ-free and satisfies T (T ϵ ) = T (T) and T acc (T ϵ ) = T acc (T). Fig. 4 , Algorithm 1 proceeds as follows: First, we extend the transition relation with sentinels and get
In the next step, ϵ-moves are left out by adding transitions to the closure termination states and concatenating the corresponding closure output languages; the result is a new transition relation
Then, the initial transducer state is re-constructed from the relation δ ′ and we get ι 0
Finally, the transducer is re-assembled and we get the transducer shown in Fig. 3 .
Determinization
A typical operation when dealing with finite state machines is the transformation of a nondeterministic automaton into a deterministic one. This is not possible for abstract transducers in general: The control-flow structure of the state-transitions within the ϵ-closure describes different information flows-that is, sets of output words that reach different closure termination states-as its semantics, which is not the case for classical automata and transducers. For example, a state-space splitting might be intended based on the information of the emitted output-different outputs for the same input that lead to different control states. That is, different closure termination states, which can be accepting states, can have associated different closure termination languages; this separation must be maintained-which is also reflected in our definition of transducer equivalence. Proof. We proof the proposition by counterexample-assuming that all abstract transducers can be determinized. Given an abstract transducer T with the set of initial transducer states ι 0 = {(q 1 , w 1 ), (q 2 , w 2 )} and the relation δ
A determinized version would have an initial transducer state with only one element, that is, the initial transducer state can be either ι 01 = {(q 0 , w 1 ⊔ w 2 )} of a transducer T 1 or ι 02 = {(q 0 , ϵ)} of a transducer T 2 . Both are wrong since transducer T intended an initial state space splitting with different output languages. Transducer T 2 does not have the transduction (ϵ, {ϵ }, [[w 1 ⊔w 2 ]] out ) ∈ T (T 2 ). The transductions of T 1 are not equal to those of T, since
36. An abstract transducer needs a set of initial transducer states to allow for an elimination of ϵ-moves. That is, a set of initial transducer states with |ι 0 | = 1 is not sufficient for all ϵ-input-free transducers while maintaining their semantics. Proof. Implication of the proof for proposition 4.35. □
TRANSDUCER ABSTRACTION
Abstracting (widening) an abstract transducer is a means to provide its output for a larger set of input words, that is, a mechanism to increase sharing and with it the potential of reuse. That is, we explicitly rely on the fact that abstracting an automaton can widen its input language, and introduces non-determinism [4] . We discuss different types of abstractions that are relevant for this work- Fig. 5 provides examples for abstractions. Approaches for abstracting classical automata and symbolic automata have been presented in the past [23, 65] , which can also be adopted for abstract transducers. Given an abstract transducer T, the abstraction operator ⟨⟨·⟩⟩ π : T → T with widening-with the abstraction precision π as an implicit parameter that determines the level of abstraction to achievehas to guarantee that the resulting abstraction overapproximates both the set of transductions and the set of accepting transductions:
Definition 5.1 (Overapproximation). An abstract transducer T 1 overapproximates another abstract transducer T 2 , which we denote by T 2 |= T 1 , if and only if T 1 overapproximates both the set of transductions and the set of accepting transductions of transducer T 2 , that is,
The relation ⊆ C denotes the inclusion relation of the concrete language lattice of the output language domain.
State Abstraction
The classical approach to abstract an automaton is state abstraction, that is, to merge several control states into one [62] . Please note that this approach can also be used for abstracting output closures, which is the case if control states within an ϵ-closure are merged: Proof. We have to show that (1) each input (σ , σ ) ∈ Σ * × 2 Σ * that leads to a feasible run ι = run T (σ , σ ) on T also leads to a feasible run ι ′ = run T ′ (σ , σ ) on transducer T ′ , and for 
. Furthermore, we have to show that (2) each input that leads to an accepting run on transducer T also lead to an accepting run on transducer T ′ . Given a runῑ = ⟨ι 0 , . . . , ι n ⟩ that is feasible on transducer T for a given input (σ , σ ) ∈ Σ * × 2 Σ * . The same input will also produce a feasible runῑ ′ = ⟨ι 0 ′ , . . . , ι ′ n ⟩ on transducer T ′ . For each ι i ∈ῑ with (q 1 , ·) ∈ ι i or (q 2 , ·) ∈ ι i , the corresponding transducer state ι ′ i ∈ῑ ′ will contain the merged control state q m with a corresponding abstract output word, that is, (q m , w) ∈ ι ′ i . The definition of qmerge ensures that all transitions from either control state q 1 or q 2 are also possible from control state q m : All transitions in δ from or to a control state in Q m are replaced by corresponding transitions from or to control state q m . In case a control state to merge is included in the initial transducer state ι 0 , it is replaced by control state q m in the initial transducer state ι 0 ′ of transducer T ′ . The non-deterministic nature of abstract transducers ensures that all transitions that match will also be taken: One control state can have a set of successor states for a given input. The transformation of the set of accepting control states F to the set F ′ ensures that if one of the states to merge was an accepting state, also state q m will become an accepting state; states in F that are not included in Q m stay accepting states in F ′ . That is, all transitions-and runs on them-that were possible from or to control states in the set Q m are still possible (lead feasible or accepting runs) in the new abstract transducer T ′ , but now start or end in control state q m . □ Please note that abstracting abstract transducers by merging control states does neither affect the number of transitions nor their labeling-both the input symbols and the output symbols on transitions stay the same, but output languages of epsilon closures can change.
Definition 5.4 (State Abstraction). The state abstraction ⟨⟨T⟩⟩ π Q of an abstract transducer T results in a new abstract transducer T ′ that is computed based on an abstraction precision π , with T |= T ′ . The abstraction precision determines which states to keep separated and which to combine into one state-which represents the corresponding equivalence class. The abstraction precision π = ⟨Q 1 , . . . , Q n ⟩ defines a list of disjoint sets of control states that should be combined. A state abstraction is conducted as follows:
Input Alphabet Abstraction
An abstraction approach that influences the abstract input words of the transitions is input alphabet abstraction, which is the process of changing the abstract input word v of a transducer transition τ =
Definition 5.5 (Input Alphabet Abstraction). An input alphabet abstraction ⟨⟨T⟩⟩ π I of an abstract transducer T results in a new abstract transducer were some of the abstract input words of its control transitions were widened based on the given abstraction precision π ∈ Π I . The abstraction precision π for input alphabet abstraction maps an abstraction precision π in that is applicable to the abstract input domain to each of the transducer's control transitions, that is, it is a left-total function π : ∆ → Π in . The result is an abstract transducer with a widened transition relation:
Output Alphabet Abstraction
Along with this work, we introduce an output alphabet abstraction, which adjusts the abstract output words of transitions. It denotes the process of changing the abstract output word w of a transducer transition τ = (q, v, q ′ , w) ∈ δ to an new abstract output word w ′ , with
Definition 5.6 (Output Alphabet Abstraction). An output alphabet abstraction ⟨⟨T⟩⟩ π O of an abstract transducer T results in a new transducer were some of the abstract output words of its control transitions were widened based on the given abstraction precision π ∈ Π O . The precision π for output alphabet abstraction maps an abstraction precision π out that is applicable to the output domain to each of the transducer's transitions, that is, it is a left-total function π : ∆ → Π out . The result is an abstract transducer with a widened transition relation:
Please note that also the computation of the abstract output closure-see Sect. 4.5-yields a form of output alphabet abstraction.
TRANSDUCER REDUCTION
Besides abstraction techniques, also techniques for the reduction of abstract transducers are important. Such techniques help to reduce the number of control states, the number of control transitions, and the degree of non-determinism of a given abstract transducer. That is, they help to reduce the costs of using and running abstract transducers for particular inputs, for example, to conduct a verification task. Minimization is related to reduction but aims at ending up in finite state machines with a minimal number of states-an optimum. The number of control states of an abstract transducer is critical for the performance of its use in an analysis procedure. Since a minimization is too expensive [18, 28, 50] , we propose to adopt reduction techniques as known for NFAs to reduce the size and the degree of non-determinism of abstract transducers-a low degree of non-determinism is critical for efficient execution of non-deterministic finite state machines [52] .
Abstract transducers can be reduced by merging control states, or their transitions, as long as the set of transductions and the set of accepting transductions is preserved. Please note that we assume, if not stated otherwise, that ϵ-moves were removed before applying the reduction techniques that we describe here. Definition 6.1 (Operator reduce). The (generic) reduction operator reduce : T → T reduces a given abstract transducer T. Instances of this operator have to guarantee to produce an equivalent abstract transducer, that is, T ≡ reduce(T).
Reduction by State Merging
Before we continue to outline an algorithm for reducing abstract transducers by merging control states, we provide more definitions: Definition 6.2 (Control State Equivalence). Two control states q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q of an abstract transducer T are called equivalent to each other, that is, q 1 ≡ q 2 , if and only if they can be merged without affecting the transducer's set of transductions nor its set of accepting transductions, that is, if and only if T ≡ qmerge(T, {q 1 , q 2 }).
Based on the definition of control state equality, we define the equality of abstract transducer states: 
To determine whether merging two control states maintains the set of transductions, the notion of left transductions is essential: Definition 6.4 (Left Transductions). The set of left transductions ← − T (T, q) ⊆ Σ * × 2 Σ * × 2 Θ ∞ to a given control state q ∈ Q, which belongs to a particular abstract transducer T ∈ T, is the set of all transductions that can be produced on paths that start in the initial transducer state ι 0 and that reach the given control state q with a feasible run:
Proposition 6.5. A transformation T ′ = qmerge(T, {q 1 , q 2 }) maintains both the set of transductions and the set of accepting transductions if the left-transductions of the control states q 1 and q 2 are equal, that is,
Proof. Control state q 1 is reachable by runs that correspond to the set of left transductions ← − T (T, q 1 ) and control state q 2 by runs that correspond to the set of left transductions ← − T (T, q 2 ).
The proposition states that if we merge control states q 1 and q 2 , with ← − T (T, q 1 ) = ← − T (T, q 2 ) into a new state q m of a new transducer T ′ = qmerge(T, {q 1 , q 2 }) then this transducer is equivalent T ′ ≡ T to the original one. (1) First, we show that control state q m is reachable by all feasible runs that can also reach control state q 1 or q 2 , and that there is no feasible run that can reach q m but neither state q 1 or q 2 . That is, we show that
The operation qmerge ensures that all transitions that entered either state q 1 or state q 2 also enter state q m ; that is, all feasible runs that reached q 1 or q 2 now reach state q m and since q m is a new state it is only reachable by these runs.
(2) Next, we show that all runs that are feasible from control state q 1 or q 2 are also feasible from control state q m , and there is no feasible run from state q m that is not feasible from control state q 1 or q 2 : The construction process of q m ensures that all transitions that leave states q 1 or q 2 also leave state q m , and no other transitions get added to leave this state; that is, all feasible runs that start in control state q m are also feasible runs if they start in control state q 1 or q 2 . (3) Finally, we have to show that all runs that are accepting from control state q 1 or q 2 are also accepting from state q m , and there is no accepting run from control state q m that is not accepting from state q 1 or q 2 : The operator qmerge merges states q 1 and q 2 into a state q m , which becomes an accepting control state if also state q 1 or state q 2 is an accepting control state. That is, the inputs {(σ , σ ) | (σ , σ , ·) ∈ ← − T (T, q 1 ) become elements of set of accepting transductions of transducer T ′ if they were also accepted by transducer T. All inputs that get accepted by runs starting from control state q 1 or state q 2 , get also accepted by runs that start from control state q m . □ Statements about the result of manipulating an abstract transducer by merging control states are also possible based on the notion of right transductions: Definition 6.6 (Right Transductions). The set of right transductions − → T (T, q, w 0 ) ⊆ Σ * × 2 Σ * × 2 Θ ∞ of a given control state q ∈ Q, which belongs to a specific abstract transducer T ∈ T, with initial abstract output word w 0 , is the set of all transductions that can be produced on the feasible runs that start from the given transducer state (q, w 0 ):
Definition 6.7 (Right Accepted Language). The right accepted language of a given abstract transducer T for a given control state q is the set of pairs (σ , σ ) ∈ Σ * × 2 Σ * that lead to an accepting run if started from the given control state q:
Proposition 6.8. Merging two control states q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q of an abstract transducer T, which results in a new abstract transducer, maintains the set of transductions if their sets of right transductions are equal, that is,
. Please note that we do not make a proposition about the set of accepted transductions here.
Proof. Let the set of left transductions of two control states q 1 and q 2 be different to each other, that is,
. From proposition 5.3 and the corresponding proof we known that a merge of control states q 1 and q 2 leads to an overapproximation, that is, T |= qmerge(T, {q 1 , q 2 }). It remains to be shown that the set of transductions is preserved if the right-transductions of two control states to merge are actually equal:
, that is, that the merge does not add additional transductions. To add additional transductions it would be necessary that the set of right-transductions of control state q m overapproximates the union of the right-transductions of control states q 1 and q 2 . Nevertheless, since
. □ Proposition 6.9. Merging two control states q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q of an abstract transducer T, which results in a new transducer, does not maintain the set of accepting transductions if their sets of left transductions are not equal to each other. That is, T acc (T) T acc (qmerge(T, {q 1 
Proof. Let q 1 and q 2 be two control states of an abstract transducer T, with q 1 ∈ F and q 2 F . Merging these states by qmerge(T, {q 1 , q 2 }) results in a new transducer T ′ with a control state q m into that q 1 and q 2 have been merged, and that became an accepting control state q m ∈ F ′ . In case the left transductions ← − T (T, q 1 ) and ← − T (T, q 2 ) are different to each other, different inputs can reach states q 1 and q 2 . Both inputs that reached q 1 or q 2 can reach the control state q m , and all these inputs now result in accepting runs since q m ∈ F ′ , that is, also runs for inputs that reached q 2 and that were not accepting before now reach the accepting control state q m , resulting in an overapproximation of the set of accepting transductions. □ Definition 6.10 (Left Equivalent). The left equivalence relation ≡ L ⊆ Q × Q describes the pairs of control states that are equivalent to each other and that have the same set of left-transductions-it is a subset of control state equivalence relation. That is,
Proposition 6.11. Given an input-ϵ-free abstract transducer T, a set of two control states
Proof. Given the set of all control states Q p ⊆ Q from these control states in Q m = {q 1 , q 2 } are directly reachable, that is, Q p = {q | (q, ·, q ′ , ·) ∈ δ ∧ q ′ ∈ Q m }. If all states in the set Q p have the same set of left-transductions, then only transitions from control states in the set Q p to those control states in the set Q m can affect whether or not the sets of left-transductions of states in Q m are not equal to each other. □ Definition 6.12 (Operator reduce Left ). The reduction operator reduce Left : T → T reduces a given abstract transducer T by merging all control-states that are left-equivalent to another. The transformation satisfies reduce Left (T) ≡ T.
Existing algorithms [28, 30] for reducing automata and symbolic transducers are not applicable because the set of transductions is not taken into account in the definition of equivalence.
ABSTRACT TRANSDUCER ANALYSIS
We now present a generic and configurable program analysis that executes an abstract transducer. This abstract transducer analysis keeps track of the current transducer state while processing the input. The analysis can be configured, for example, to determine the extent to which the transducer states should be tracked in a path sensitive manner-path sensitivity might be needed for particular analysis purposes only. Thus, we can mitigate the state-space explosion problem in some cases. The transducer analysis is the foundation for several analyses that we describe in this work, for example, for the Yarn transducer analysis, and the precision transducer analysis.
Abstract Transducer CPA
Our abstract transducer analysis is built on the concept of configurable program analysis (CPA) [14, 15] . The abstract transducer CPA
tracks a set of states of a given abstract transducer T = (Q, D in , D out , ι 0 , F , δ ). The CPAs behavior is configured by using different variants of its operators. For example, varying the operator merge T can configure the analysis to operate path sensitive, or only context sensitive and flow sensitive [14] . We rely on the strengthening operator ↓ T for instantiating parameterized outputs. Other program analyses, which run in parallel to the abstract transducer analysis, can read and use use the output words for different purposes. The abstract transducer analysis D T is composed of the following components:
Abstract Domain D T . The abstract domain D T = (C, E, [[·]], ⟨⟨·⟩⟩) is defined based on a map lattice E = (J , ⊤, ⊥, ⊑, ⊔, ⊓), with J = 2 Q →W , where each element ι ∈ J of the lattice is an abstract transducer state. One transducer state ι = {(q, w), . . .} ∈ J is a mapping ι : Q → W from control states to abstract output words. The analysis starts with the initial transducer state ι 0 of the abstract transducer to conduct runs for.
Transfer Relation ⇝ T . The transfer relation ⇝ T ⊆ J × G × J × Π defines abstract successor states of an abstract state ι = {(q, w), . . .} ∈ J for a given control-flow transition д ∈ G and abstraction precision π ∈ Π. We define this transition relation without implicit stuttering, that is, if there should be stuttering, the transducer must have corresponding transitions. The transfer relation is defined as follows:
Please note that the function run is implicitly parameterized with an abstract closure operator abstclosure. The operator look : G × N 0 → I × I maps the given control-flow transition д ∈ G to an abstract input word v and provides a bounded lookahead of length ℓ in form of the abstract input word v ℓ which is derived from the control-flow transitions that follow transition д on the control-transition relation of the underlying analysis task. The operator look does not only provide the lookahead but also translates between the alphabet of the graph that is traversed to the abstract input alphabet of the abstract transducer. That is, varying this operator provides different views on the given input, for example, a control-flow transition д ∈ G can be translated to the function to that the transition belongs to, or to the successor control location that is reached by the control transition.
The operator merge can decide later if states should be tracked separately or not.
Operator ↓ T . The strengthening [14] operator ↓ T : E × × E × × J → J is called after all analyses that run in parallel have provided an abstract successor state as components for the composite state e × = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) ∈ E × . At this point, the strengthening operator can access the information that is present in any of the component states e i ∈ e × and use them to strengthen its own (component) state. We instantiate parameterized output words during strengthening. Information of an analysis that runs in parallel can be used to support various instantiation and synthesis mechanisms. The strengthening ι ′ = {(q ′ , w ′ )} = ↓ T (e × , e ′ × , ι) is conducted for a given transducer state ι = {(q, w)}, which is the result of conducting a transducer transition τ = (q, v, q ′ , w) ∈ δ for an input (σ , σ ) ∈ Σ * × 2 Σ * . Beside the information that can be found in the composite states e × and e ′ × , also the values that were bounded to the parameters of the abstract input word v can be taken into account to instantiate the abstract output word w ′ . A consistent binding of parameters among different transitions, that is, for the whole program trace-as this is used by some aspects and corresponding weavers [3] -is not yet supported.
Operator merge T . The merge operator merge T : J × J × Π → J controls if two transducer states should get combined, or if they should be explored separately and separate the state space. The behavior of the operator can be controlled based on a given precision π ∈ Π. The default is to always separate two different abstract states, that is, merge T = merge sep [14] , which ensures the path sensitivity of the analysis. Please note that the abstract transducer analysis is typically one of several analyses that run as components of a composite analysis: Even if the analysis would conduct a merge, other component analyses might signal not to do so.
Operator stop T . The coverage check operator stop T : J × 2 J → B decides whether a given abstract state is already covered by a state reached or not. As default, we use the inclusion relation of the lattice, that is, stop T = stop sep .
Operator prec T . The precision adjustment operator prec T could conduct further abstraction of a given abstract state. We do not abstract here: A call prec T (ι, π , ·) returns the pair (ι, π ) ∈ J × Π without adjustments.
Operator target T . The target operator target T : J → 2 S determines the set of properties for that a given abstract state is a target state. Each property is a task concern, that is, the set of properties S ⊂ H is a subset of the set H of task concerns. We assume that there is only one transition τ = (·, ·, q ′ , ·) ∈ δ for each accepting control state q ′ ∈ F . We rely on a function ζ : ∆ → 2 H that maps each transducer transition to a set of task concerns. Given an abstract transducer state ι = {(q 1 , ·), . . . (q n , ·)} ∈ J , the operator returns:
Analysis Configurations
By relying on the CPA framework [14] , the abstract transducer analysis is equipped with an inherent notion of configurability, and can be instantiated several times and in different ways within the framework, to conduct an analysis task in the most efficient and effective manner. Transducer Composition. It might be necessary to execute several abstract transducers in parallel along with the state space exploration for an analysis task. Given a list ⟨T 1 , . . . , T n ⟩ of abstract transducers to run, a list ⟨D 1 , . . . , D m ⟩ of analyses, with n ≥ m > 1, has to be instantiated. We assume that these transducers have the same abstract input domain and the same abstract output domain, and consider the composition of transducers with different abstract output domains to be future work. The first approach (separation) is to instantiate one analysis for each abstract transducer (m = n), which fosters a clear separation of concerns. Each of the m instantiated analyses adds one component to composite (product) state that is formed by the composite analysis; the number of CPAs operators that are invoked transitively by the CPA algorithm increases. An alternative approach (union) is to construct the union T ∪ = T 1 ∪ ... ∪ T n of the transducers to run and to run this single transducer T ∪ with one abstract transducer analysis. Also hybrid approaches can be taken, that is, construct unions for subsets of the transducers, and run others separately.
State-Set Composition. One abstract state ι = {(q 1 , ·), (q 2 , ·), . . .} ∈ J of the transducer analysis can contain several control states from the set Q of the abstract transducer to run for a given analysis task. The number of control states per abstract state can be controlled by the transducer analysis and its operators, for example, the operator merge, which decides whether or not to explore two abstract states separately. The decision to join two different control states into one state set of one abstract state of the transducer analysis can affect the path sensitivity of the analysis, that is, if it is possible to determine the branch of the state space that has led to a given control state.
RELATED WORK
Abstract transducers combine different concepts and techniques from formal methods, automata theory, domain theory, and abstract interpretation, to end up in a generic type of abstract machine. We discuss the related work based on the different concepts that can be found in abstract transducers and explain the relationship and differences to existing work. Symbolic Alphabet. An abstract transducer can use arbitrarily composed abstract domains to define both its input and the output; for the input domain, we require that its lattice is dual to a Boolean algebra. We introduce a special class of abstract domain, the abstract word domain, to describe words of complex entities, such as program traces of concurrent systems. Symbolic finite automata and transducers [31] share the idea of using theories to describe sets of input and output symbols. Other types of automata describe their input symbols based on predicates [74] or as multi-valued input symbols [37, 54] . From the perspective of abstract transducers, trace partitioning domains [67] , lattice automata [37] , and regular expressions over lattice-based alphabets [57] are instances of abstract word domains. Output Closure. With abstract transducers, we also introduce means to deal with ϵ-loops that are annotated with outputs, that is, to compute and use finite symbolic representations of outputs that potentially consist of exponentially many and infinitely long words. Compared to existing work [31, 61] , we also consider ϵ-moves that lead to dead ends as relevant, handle them in our algorithms, and do not consider them as candidates for removal. Lookahead. In each step of processing input, abstract transducers can conduct a lookahead on the remaining input to determine which transitions to take. Several other types of abstract machines provide the capability of lookaheads, for example, tree transducers, which had been extended to support regular lookaheads [33] , or extended symbolic finite state machines [29] . A labeling with words instead of letters is also conducted in the case of generalized finite automata [70] , but they consume full words in a transition step-instead of just one letter as is the case for abstract transducers. Transducer Abstraction. By defining both the input alphabet and the output alphabet of abstract transducers based on an abstract domain, we can make use of the full range of abstraction mechanisms that were developed in the context of abstract interpretation for abstracting abstract transducers, that is, to widen their set of transductions. Approaches for abstracting classical automata have been presented in the past [23] . A more recent work [65] presented techniques for abstracting symbolic automata, which could also be adopted to abstract transducers. This work is the first that proposes to abstract a type of transducer for increasing its sharing, that is, widen the set of words for which particular outputs are produced. Running Transducers. Running automata in parallel to a program analysis is an established concept in the fields of program analysis and verification [9, 12, 16] . Algorithmic aspects of how automata are executed, for example, how the current state of automata is represented in the state space of the analysis task, are in many cases [45] not discussed further, while the performance implications can be dramatical. Work in the context of configurable program analysis [10, 11, 13] is most transparent about this. Transducers for Analysis and Verification. Transducers are widely used in the context of program analysis and verification. They are used, for example, for synthesis [64] , to describe the input-output-relation of programs [19, 43, 64, 78] , and for string manipulations [76, 78] . Automata that produce an output-which is then used in the analysis process-have been proposed in the form of assumption automata [13] for conditional model checking, error witness automata that output strengthening conditions [11] to narrow down the state space of the analysis process, and for correctness witnesses [10] .
SUMMARY
This work has introduced abstract transducers, a type of abstract machines that map between an input language and an output language while taking a lookahead into account. In contrast to established finite-state transducers, abstract transducers have a strong focus on the intermediate language that they produce, which has several implications on the design of algorithms that operate on these machines. Both the input alphabet and the output alphabet of abstract transducers consist of abstract words, where one abstract word denotes a set of concrete words. Means for representing, constructing, and widening of abstract words, and for describing their relationship, are provided by the corresponding abstract word domain. Building on these abstract alphabets allows for abstracting these transducers. We use techniques from abstract interpretation as the foundation for our abstraction mechanisms. The concept of abstract transducers enables several new applications: We discussed applications in the context of sharing task artifacts for reuse within program analysis tasks.
From the concept of abstract transducers, we instantiate the concept of task artifact transducers, which generalize a group of finite-state machines that are used in the context of program analysis and verification for reproducing and sharing information. These transducers provide information that contributes to an analysis task and its solution. The underlying graph structure of finite-state transducers allows us to capture the structure of information, share it, and enable its reuse. Task artifact transducers have several applications and we outlined some of them: Yarn transducers, which provide sequences of program operations to weave into a transition system, and precision transducers, which are a means to define the level of abstraction for different parts of the state space. Other applications of task artifact transducers can be found in the context of providing and checking verification evidence, for example, transducers for error witnesses, which provide information that guides towards specification violations, or transducers for correctness witnesses, which provides certificates to check while traversing the control flow of programs.
